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Introduction
Anthropogenic climate change poses a fundamental threat to humankind
I In economic terms, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions can be viewed as a
market failure, which has to be corrected (Stern, 2007)
I Economists agree that pricing the externality is a first-best policy, while
second-best options (e.g. subsidization of renewables) are popular
among policymakers
Research goal:
I We assess the effectiveness of climate policies (i.e. carbon pricing &
subsidization of wind and solar power) in DE’s & UK’s electricity sectors
DE & UK follow different climate strategies:
I Despite vast subsidization of wind & solar power (e34 bn. in 2017), DE
will dramatically fail its climate goals set for 2020
I UK spends much less on renewables but has a high price on emissions
from power sector (carbon price floor, CPF) → Emissions from power
sector declined by approximately 55% within only 5 years
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Our paper in a nutshell
Our paper examines effectiveness of CO2 abatement policies in UK & DE
I Focus on electricity sector (most pollutive sector in DE, UK & globally)
I We explain why DE failed and the UK succeeded in reducing emissions
I We assess which policies are cost-effective in reducing emissions (using
directly associable costs of the various policies)
I We model daily CO2 emissions from all coal & gas power plants
I Heckman selection model allows for taking UK plant exits into account
(extensive margin)
Main results:
I Carbon pricing is the most cost-effective climate policy
I Subsidization of wind is preferable to solar power
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Germany

United Kingdom

Emissions from power sector (MtCO2 ), DE

Emissions from power sector (MtCO2 ), UK

Wind & solar power (%), DE

Wind & solar power (%), UK

→ Hardly any decline in emissions
despite high share of RES

→ Strong decline in emissions
despite low share of RES

But why?
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UK introduced a significant unilateral carbon tax

DE carbon price = EU ETS price
UK carbon price = EU ETS price + CPS:
Apr 1, 2013–Mar 31, 2014: CPS = £4.94 (= e5.84)
Apr 1, 2014–Mar 31, 2015: CPS = £9.55 (= e11.46)
Apr 1, 2015–Mar 31, 2021: CPS = £18.08 (= e24.63)
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Environmental Policy in Theory and Practice
Theory:
I Carbon pricing is a first-best solution: internalization of externality
based on market incentives → leads to cost-efficient emissions abatement
(Pigou 1932)

I Economists have long agreed that a direct price on a pollution externality
is superior to alternative indirect measures, such as subsidies (e.g. Holland et
al. 2016 AER)

I Other climate policies (e.g. subsidization of RES) are only second-best
solutions (no market-based incentives, less cost-efficient)
Practice:
I Political economy hinders effective climate policy: “policy failure sits
alongside market failure” (Newberry et al 2018 Energy J)
I Political fear of negative consequences of adequate price on emissions
I Implementation of (unilateral, uncoordinated) second-best measures has
become popular
I Most countries (Germany) dramatically fail their climate targets
(Bundesrechnungshof 2018)
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Comparison of Climate Policies
EU: ineffectively low EU ETS carbon price
I EU promised in Paris Climate Agreement to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by at least 40% until 2030 compared to 1990 level
I EU ETS largest emissions cap-&-trade program worldwide
I But until recently, carbon price has been ineffectively low
DE: vast subsidization of RES
I DE promised to reduce GHG by 55% until 2030 and by 80%–95% until
2050 (BMUB 2016 ”Klimaschutzplan 2050”)
I Road map: vast subsidization of wind & solar power → Target: 80% RES
in national electricity supply by 2050
I DE affords the highest per-capita subsidies for RES in the world
UK: significant unilateral carbon pricing
I UK supports ineffectively low EU ETS price with a significant top-up tax
I High carbon price already induced exits of coal plants
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Coal vs. Gas
Subsidized RES (wind & solar) mainly replace gas, whereas coal (esp. lignite)
remains in the market Liebensteiner & Wrienz (2019, EnergyEcon)

Gas is ‘cleaner’ than coal
I New gas power plants emits about 50%–60% less carbon dioxide per
MWh compared to a typical new coal plant (USDE 2013; EIA 2018)
I With increasing carbon price, marginal costs of (some forms of) coal
increase relative to marginal costs of gas
I At a “high-enough carbon price”, coal and gas switch their positions in
the merit order
I This “fuel switch” would drastically reduce emissions

(Wilson & Staffell 2018

NatureEnergy)
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So, a high-enough carbon price replaces coal ...

utilityweek.co.uk
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Literature
Related literature:
I One strand analyzes only second-best climate policies (wind & solar) with
respect to their abatement effects (Abrell et al. 2019 JPubE; Cullen 2013 AEJ:EP; Novan
2015 AEJ:EP)

I Another strand investigates effects of relative gas-to-coal price to predict
effect of carbon pricing on emissions (Cullen & Mansur 2017 AEJ:EP; Fell and Kaffine
2018 AEJ:EP)

Our main features:
I So far, no paper which analyzes effectiveness of both carbon pricing &
renewables
I We draw conclusions from a high carbon price (as observed in the UK)
and compare to low carbon price (DE)
I Our analysis is richer in some dimensions (highly non-linear model, rich
set of fixed effects and dynamic effects, analysis at plant level)
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Model: Heckman 2-step method
~)
yp,n,t,c = f (P, W , S, D, X
Daily emissions of plant p in country c = [DE , UK ] using technology n = [coal, gas] are a function of the carbon
~ ; such as cost ratio CR = Pcoal,t /Pgas,t ;
price (P), wind (W ), solar (S), load (D), and control variables (X
operating state OSt−24 = 0/1; day-of-week, monthly & yearly fixed effects)

Heckman model:
I We observe permanent plant exits in the UK → With OLS, exits and
zero-production periods cannot be captured adequately
I We apply Heckman two-step model to estimate full effect of P on
emissions, which is composed of intensive (generation conditional on
operating) and extensive (on/off decision) margin response
Step 1: selection equation (probit) estimates probability of operating (having
positive emissions) (zp,c,n,t = 1 if yp,c,n,t > 0 and zp,c,n,t = 0 if yp,c,n,t = 0).
Then, obtain the inverse Mill’s ratio as λ̂p,c,n,t = φ(.)/Φ(.), φ = normal pdf, Φ
= cdf.
Step 2: run outcome equation, corrected for selection by adding λ̂, via OLS.
Full effect: E[yp,c,n,t |Xp,c,n,t , Vp,c,n,t ] = Φ(Vp,c,n,t α)[Xp,c,n,t β + ρλp,c,n,t ]
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Heckman method: 1st stage
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i=1

P
Exclusion restriction rests on inclusion of five-day lags of load ( 5i=1 Lt−i,c ;
Fell & Kaffine 2018 AEJ:EcPol) as well as on different moments of variables included in
selection and outcome regressions
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Heckman method: 2nd stage
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(2)

Full effect: E[yp,c,n,t |Xp,c,n,t , Vp,c,n,t ] = Φ(Vp,c,n,t α)[Xp,c,n,t β + ρλp,c,n,t ]
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Data
We compute daily emissions of coal and gas plants in DE & UK:
I Daily electricity generation data at the power plant level: EEX
Transparency Platform (DE), PLATTS PowerVision (UK)
I Power plant characteristics (capacity, construction date, turbine type, fuel
type): PLATTS PowerVision
I Emission and efficiency factors by plant vintage: APG & external sources
I In aggregate, our calculated emissions fit official statistics quite well
Sample periods
I UK: long sample (2011/05/27/0h – 2018/07/15/23h) including time
before unilateral tax; but no data on solar feed-in (i.e. negligible share)
I DE: shorter sample (2017/01/01/0h – 2018/06/29/23h)
UK: long-run coal plant exits
I In UK, we observe plant exits: 33 plant units (= 14,250 MW) became
inactive, while 30 units (= 13,885 MW) are still active
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I At mean of e8/tCO2, 9.6% emissions are offset; at e16/tCO2 21% are offset
I Higher carbon price becomes successively more effective in reducing coal emissions
I With higher carbon price, gas produces more to fill gap from missing coal; negative
abatement can be explained by fuel switching (gas into merit order); positive abatement
mainly through imports
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I For higher levels of wind and solar feed-in, marginal abatement modestly declines then
increases
I At mean wind feed-in (300 GWh), a marginal increase by one GWh replaces 386 tCO2 per
day (mostly coal emissions), and 18% of total daily emissions
I Average solar (110 GWh) marginally replaces 270 tCO2 and 6% of total daily emissions
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I Dramatically increasing marginal abatement
up to e29; stays significant thereafter
I At e36/tCO2, 31% of total emissions (and
55% of coal emissions) are replaced
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I On average, wind in UK is more effective than in DE
I We evaluate effectiveness of wind conditional on mean carbon price of e20/tCO2, at which
many coal and gas plants have already switched their positions, so that wind offsets a large
fraction of coal emissions
I Mean wind (60 GWh) marginally replaces 962 tCO2 and 17% of total daily emissions
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Cost effectiveness of climate policies

We focus on directly associable costs of the various policies
I Carbon price times associable emissions offset
I Direct subsidies for wind and solar power

(from CEER reports)

Limitations:
I We do not distinguish who pays the costs (producers or consumers)
I We do not account for potential negative externalities of these policies
(e.g. pollution permits being freed up for use elsewhere in the EU ETS
system; “water-bed effect”)
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DE: Cost effectiveness of climate policies
Carbon pricing
I Decreasing costs of marginal abatement within range of observed carbon
prices (e4–e16)
I At sample mean of e8/tCO2, it costs e52 to replace one tCO2
I At e16, it costs only e41 to abate an additional tonne of CO2
Wind
I On average, 1 MWh of wind offsets 0.386 tCO2
I Subsidies per MWh feed-in of onshore and offshore wind are e64.71 and
e159.07 in 2017
I Ratio of installed capacity of onshore to offshore wind is 84.4% to 15.6%
I Average costs of wind = e204 per tCO2
(= (e64.71 · 0.844+e159.07 · 0.156)/0.386 tCO2 )
Solar
I On average, 1 MWh of solar offsets (only) 0.270 tCO2 , but receives high
subsidies of e264.41 per MWh
I Average costs of solar = e979/tCO2 (=e264.41/0.270)
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UK: Cost effectiveness of climate policies
Carbon pricing
I At mean carbon price of e20/tCO2, costs of marginal abatement are e66
per additional tCO2
I At (relatively high) carbon price of e35/tCO2, it costs only e30 to
abate an additional tonne of CO2
I For carbon prices beyond e36 the costs of marginal abatement increase
again (→ little scope left for replacing further coal-based emissions)
Wind
I Average costs of wind = e54/tCO2
I This is because (i) UK’s wind is more effective in abating emissions and
(ii) subsidies for wind decreased substantially over time (to e52/MWh)
I UK’s share of wind is much lower than in DE; for higher wind shares, we
expect lower efficiency and thus higher costs
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Conclusion
I We compare the (cost) effectiveness of first-best policy (emissions price),
with widely applied second-best policies (subsidization of wind or solar) in
DE and UK electricity markets
I DE’s focus is on subsidizing RES; UK follows significant carbon pricing
I Main finding: a sufficiently high price on emissions is the most
cost-effective policy to reduce emissions
I DE: at a carbon price of e16, the marginal abatement costs are
e41/tCO2. This policy would offset already 21% of total emissions.
I Marginal abatement costs of wind are e204/tCO2 and of solar are
e979/tCO2 (!)
I Wind outperforms solar
I Similar story for UK: (at e36/tCO2 it costs e30 to replace one
tCO2; total emissions are reduced by 31%)
I UK wind: wind is more effective for (yet) low feed-in and evaluated
at high carbon price
I Policy implication: unilateral policies can work, but pre-existing structures
are important
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